
Dear A3PCON members, 
 

On January 26th, the Biden Administration issued a memorandum "Condemning and
Combating Racism, Xenophobia, and Intolerance Against Asian Americans and
Pacific Islanders in the United States". While the work of building safety, equity and
measures to repair the impact of four years of anti-AAPI rhetoric and policies is just
beginning, it is welcomed relief that one of the first measures of the Biden administration is
to condemn discrimination against the AAPI community.  
 

Stop AAPI Hate Policy Recommendations for the
Biden Administration

While we await details on the execution of the memorandum, Stop AAPI Hate, the nation’s
leading aggregator of COVID-19-related hate against Asian Americans which was co-
founded by A3PCON, CAA and SFSU, has received over 2800 incident reports from 47
states and the District of Columbia in the past nine months. These incidents include verbal
harassment, discrimination and physical assaults. Yesterday, Stop AAPI Hate issued policy
recommendations for the Biden administration to combat hate against the AAPI
community. The press release can be found HERE. 
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AANHPI COVID-19 Taskforce Letter to LACBoS

In proactive efforts to ensure the unique needs of the AANHPI communities are recognized
and addressed, A3PCON and the Los Angeles County Asian American and Native
Hawaiian & Pacific Islander COVID-19 Taskforce sent a letter to the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors Board of Supervisors to focus much needed attention on the
distribution of the vaccine to Los Angeles County's AANHPI communities. Given the
barriers to administrating the vaccine to hard-to-reach AANHPI community members, the
AANHPI COVID-19 Taskforce created a map to identify potential community COVID-
19 vaccine sites for elderly AANHPIs, which can found here: https://bit.ly/3bCu5lM. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS
With the new administration and the increased production of the COVID-19 vaccine, it feels
as though a changing reality is forthcoming. Though, the impact that four years of targeted
discrimination has had on our communities particularly in housing, health and in job
opportunity and economic well-being, this will be a longer fight. Join A3PCON and Stop
AAPI Hate in a two-part webinar series on what recent data tells us about discrimination
against AAPI communities, our legal protections and obligations enforced by DFEH and
everyday strategies for reducing and preventing bias. 

Register for the webinar HERE. 
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What is clear to A3PCON in issuing these policy recommendations and advocating for
equitable access to the COVID-19 vaccine, housing and job security, is that we need
stronger representation in all levels and branches of government. Too long our
communities have been under-served, under-resourced and discriminated against.
A3PCON believes that with stronger representation and advocacy for the unique needs of
our community, we will become the true democracy we know America can be. Join us in
attendance this Friday, January 29th at 5pm PST for a virtual rally on the State of AAPI
Leadership. 
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The Asian Pacific Policy and Planning Council (A3PCON) is a coalition of community-based organizations that
advocates for the rights and needs of the Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) community in the greater Los

Angeles area with particular focus on low income, immigrant, refugee and other disadvantaged sectors of the
population. We set up this mailing list to keep you updated on API related issues. This includes community

announcements, key news items, resources, and training. We will send you no more than 5 messages a month. 

Our mailing address is: 
Asian Pacific Policy & Planning Council 

905 E 8th St 
Los Angeles, CA 90021 
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